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Abstract—Providing data as a service has not only fostered the
access to data from anywhere at anytime but also reduced the
cost of investment. However, data is often associated with various
concerns that must be explicitly described and modeled in order
to ensure that the data consumer can find and select relevant
data services as well as utilize the data in the right way. In
particular, the use of data is bound to various rules imposed by
data owners and regulators. Although, technically Web services
and database technologies allow us to quickly expose data sources
as Web services, until now, research has not been focused on the
description of data service concerns, thus hindering the discovery,
selection and utilization of data services. In this paper, we analyze
major concerns for data as a service, model these concerns, and
discuss how they can be used to improve the search and utilization
of data services.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Taking the advantage of Web services technologies, the software as a service model [1] and cloud computing [2], recently,
various research effort have concentrated on the development
of the concept of data/information as a service (DaaS) [3].
Whether a service is a DaaS can depend on specific context.
For example, a service can simply allow consumers to create,
store and manage their own data according to their specific
data models (Storage as a Service) or can provide credits
and balance sheets of companies for consumers. However,
DaaSs have a common property: they mainly provide data
capabilities based on common data CRUD (Create, Read,
Update, Delete) commands rather than computation on data.
DaaSs offer functionalities to allow their consumers to acquire
or provide data under the service model, regardless of whether
the offerings are free or commercial. Over the last few years,
various providers have provided (and claimed) services as
DaaS. Yet still from an outlook of a consumer, it is difficult
to distinguish a DaaS from other types of services. It is
partially due to the fact that currently there is a lack of welldefined and -understood description models that are able to
characterize concerns for DaaS. Most of today’s DaaSs in the
Web just provide WSDL- or REST-based interfaces describing
their operations and static Web pages about pricing and usage
permission1 . DaaSs are still described in terms of typical QoS
(Quality of Service), but not of specific concerns related to
the data a DaaS provides, while data is the main ingredient
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that makes DaaS different. This problem has hindered the
consumer from the selection and utilization of DaaSs due to
the lack of knowledge about data.
We argue that a DaaS should be described and published in
a way that it is able to highlight distinguishable characteristics
of the data it provides, for example, whether a DaaS supports
fundamental requirements for data governance, which metadata is associated with the data a DaaS provides, whether the
data can be used freely for commercial purpose, to name just
a few. A DaaS has, therefore, to be characterized by not only
traditional QoS but also quality of data and other concerns.
While data quality (DQ) has been extensively studied in
database research, how to associate DQ with DaaS is not
defined yet, let alone the combination of QoS and DQ for
DaaSs. We further argue that characterizing QoS and DQ is
not enough and we also need to address other concerns such as
data usage, service context, and data source concerns as well as
the license issue associated with DaaSs. Among these issues,
only QoS has been extensively studied for services that can be
utilized for DaaSs. The issues of DQ, data service licensing
and other concerns, and their combination for DaaSs remain
open. A systematic approach to the description of DQ/QoS and
service/data license for DaaSs is missing. Likewise, current
QoS-based service selection and composition methods (e.g.,
[4], [5]) need to be extended to cover also DQ and service/data
license aspects. Addressing these needs is a must to support
mashups of data from global services for business and escience, e.g. shown in [6].
To tackle the above-mentioned issues, we aim at analyzing
concerns related to DaaS. We present a detailed study of
DaaS concerns and propose a model describing these concerns
which helps enhancing the search, comparison, selection and
utilization of DaaSs. We also propose that service contract
models should combine service licensing and data licensing,
DQ, QoS, and other concerns. Our main contribution of this
paper is a novel model and approach for describing concerns
of DaaS that provides a foundation for future search and
composition of DaaSs based on data concerns. In this paper,
we also present a study of how existing providers describe
their DaaSs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the related work. We elaborate existing issues and
our approach in Section III. DaaS concerns and the model
describing them are presented in Section IV. We present
our empirical studies of DaaS in Section V. Section VI

summarizes the paper and discusses our future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing SOA techniques can be used to model and design
interfaces for accessing and managing data held within a DaaS.
QoS models for Web services have been well developed and
various techniques, methods and tools support the developers
to model QoS for Web services [7], [8]. However, they focus
on operational aspects of services like performance, reliability,
availability, and security, while the information/data aspects
related to the publishing of DaaS are almost ignored. DaaS
publishing not only requires an appropriate description of
the semantics of the data and the data sources (e.g., a data
schema or an ontology), but also a more general specification
reflecting DQ, QoS, data governance, data usage, and data
service licensing. The past research has focused on quality
of data from database perspectives, such as in [9], [10], [11].
A detailed review of DQ metrics and methodologies is given
in [12]. While these DQ research works can be utilized for
describing DaaS, until now there is a lack of integration
between DQ metrics and service information for DaaS. In our
work, we utilize many common DQ metrics in [9], [10], [11],
[12] to describe DaaSs.
With respect to the service model, DaaS has some analogy
to SaaS (Software as a Service). Therefore, even though SaaS
offers on-demand software application capability and DaaS
offers on-demand data, there exists a question of whether the
SaaS model with some specific QoS metrics is enough for
publishing DaaS concerns. We believe that DaaS concerns are
much more complex than just some specific QoS metrics and
they also include domain-specific knowledge. Nevertheless,
how to extend current QoS models to describe data quality
and licensing for data is an open research question.
When DaaSs are commodity and accessible from the Web,
they can be utilized by different types of consumers (e.g.,
humans or software) for different purposes, e.g., via data
mashup techniques [6]. As a result, data service licensing also
becomes increasingly important. DaaS licensing is a complex
issue because the data may be diverse and is space and time
dependent, thus requiring complex license models that are
able to describe rights of using data. Unlike service licensing
[13] and existing service level agreements (SLAs), see e.g,
[14], which are defined mainly based on the above-mentioned
QoS models, the DaaS license heavily depends on DQ and
data aspects of QoS. Moreover, new methods of data service
selection and data service combination are needed for DaaSs
as existing service selection and combination techniques are
built around the QoS and the semantics of service operations
[4], [5] without paying attention to DQ, data aspects of QoS
and service licenses. Some data licensing models exist but are
not standard and formalized, see e.g., [15]. Service licensing
[13] is one key element in the concept of SaaS but only
few aspects of service licensing have been addressed. The
ODRL-S model [16] proposed by [13] is only for servicerelated licensing terms. We utilize permissions in this model
to describe permissions associated with DaaS from service

perspectives and also extend them for describing permissions
associated with data. Furthermore, the warranty, indemnity and
liability specifications in ODRL-S are also reused in our DaaS
concerns model.
Recently, the role of licenses for open data has been stressed
in many places, such as in [17]. Current service licensing
research addresses the use of services but not the result
produced by services. With DaaS, the data provided by DaaS is
also strongly bound to specific data licenses. Until now, we are
not aware of any data service licensing models for DaaS. There
are some initiatives working on licenses and their guidelines
for open data, such as Talis Community License2 , the Open
Knowledge Foundation Wiki3 and Open Database License4 .
However, these initiatives do not address licenses for DaaS.
Nevertheless, they provide a good model for data licenses, thus
we can utilize various terminologies and concepts in describing
DaaS concerns.
III. I SSUES AND A PPROACHES
The use of a DaaS is bound to various concerns. Some
concerns are technical specific to the data and the service,
for example, the quality of data and service. However, there
are also many other concerns related to business, regulatory
and compliance aspects, such as pricing, copyright, and law
enforcement. All of these concerns are critical for the search,
comparison and selection of DaaSs. To date, there is a lack of
models specifying these concerns. In the following, we outline
the importance of having these concerns explicitly specified
when publishing a DaaS.
Quality of data concerns: the core of a DaaS is the data
it provides. Therefore, DQ concerns are what the consumer
would like to utilize in selecting DaaSs. In particular, many
similar DaaSs may use the same source of raw data but
support different updating, cleaning and enhancement techniques, resulting in different DQ metrics which are critical in
many businesses. For example, checking a company credit is
required in many transactions, thus if a DaaS offering this
function does not provide an up-to-date data, then it may
provide the credit information about some companies which
are out of business.
Data source concerns: typically, the service consumer wants
to know information about data sources (providers and quality)
that a DaaS relies on. This type of information contributes to
the trust the service consumer has on a DaaS when the data
source is reputable.
Usage concerns: these concerns are related to both data and
service aspects. While many DaaSs provide detailed information about business models (e.g., price model), these models
are not given in well-structured documents to be processed
by tools. Furthermore, current DaaSs lack well-defined documents about usage permission, intellectual property rights and
legal issues. In particular, usage permission and intellectual
property rights are associated not only with DaaS APIs (how
2 http://www.talis.com/tdn/tcl
3 http://www.okfn.org/wiki/OpenDataLicensing
4 http://www.opencontentlawyer.com/open-data/open-database-licence/

to use the service) but also with the data the DaaS produces.
For example, many DaaSs can be used freely, but their data
is copyrighted. All of these issues prevent the consumer to
utilize DaaSs because of the unclear permissions, in particular,
associated with the data.
Data governance concerns: the use of a data source is
typically followed the cycle of data governance5 . Depending
on different types of businesses, before deciding which DaaS
to be used, a consumer may analyze the impact of local law
to the data (e.g., the data has to be encrypted), the support of
data quality assurance, security and privacy compliance, data
classification, information lifecycle, and auditing features that
a DaaS can support.
Quality of services concerns: as usual in the service environment, a DaaS is a service thus QoS information is necessary.
In particular, the issues of availability and security are critical
for accessing data in DaaSs. QoS has been well studied in the
past and many existing works can be utilized. However, QoS
concerns have not been linked with other concerns to enhance
the selection of DaaSs.
Service context concerns: context associated with service,
such as location and classification, is also important. The
location of data is an important issue as various rules require
the data to be processed and provided for particular consumers
based on location. For example, the Canadian government
policy on using service6 forces public agencies to use storage
data services only in Canada.
In tackling the above-mentioned issues, we need to focus
on publishing information characterizing DaaSs. Currently,
there is no well-understood publishing model for DaaSs.
Existing works tend to consider DaaSs as normal services
whose publishing information is based on service interfaces
(described by WSDL and REST API/WADL) and QoS only.
This neglects the data aspect which is the core of DaaSs.
To this end, we need to understand, for example, DQ, data
security, lifecycle, business, and service context concerns for
DaaSs, describe them together with QoS and WSDL, and to
provide service contracts, thus allowing consumers to search
and select DaaSs based on these concerns.
IV. M ODELING C ONCERNS OF DATA AS A S ERVICE
In our view, to a service consumer DaaSs can be categorized
into (1) Read-only DaaS which only provides data based on
existing data sources, such as StrikeIron Address Validation
and XigniteRealtime, and (2) CRUD DaaS which allows the
consumer to create, retrieve, update and delete data. In the
second category, DaaSs can be infrastructure-based in which
services typically just provide a storage capability (Storage as
a Service) and it is up to consumers to define their own data
schema and/or to publish their data. One example of this type
of services is the Infochipms7 .
5 see the IBM Data Governance Maturity Model at http://www-01.ibm.com/
software/tivoli/governance/servicemanagement/data-table.html
6 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/7421099.stm
7 http://infochimps.org
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DaaS’s concerns and contracts

Currently, most DaaSs are Read-only (based on our study
in Section V). CRUD DaaSs are usually used by consumers to
publish data which are then being offered to other consumers.
Depending on the type of DaaSs, different concerns have
different impact. For example, the service consumer is more
concerned on data security and privacy for infrastructure-based
DaaSs than for Read-only DaaSs.
In our work, DaaS will be published and utilized based on
various concerns. Figure 1 depicts main concerns associated
with DaaS that we divide into four main categories: capability,
service context, data source, and data service license. The first
three concerns represent DaaS properties and the last concern,
built upon the first three concerns, represents conditions established on properties under different circumstances.
A. DaaS Capability, Data Source and Service Context
Capability: to allow DaaS being utilized by different types
of consumers for different purposes, capability concerns of
DaaS need to be defined and published. Capability concerns of
DaaS are classified into DQ, Data Security/Privacy, Auditing,
Data Lifecycle, and QoS. Table I describes main concerns in
the capability category.
DQ capabilities are defined based on a long, wellestablished research on data quality [9], [10], [11], [12]. We
categorize DQ into domain-independent and domain-specific
metrics. For domain-independent DQ metrics, several definitions are summarized in [12] which can be used to define the
representation of DQ metrics.
Data Security/Privacy capabilities of DaaS describe how a
service can ensure secured data. Here we distinguish between
the data protection of data transfer (in the communication
between the services and the consumers) with the data protection internally in DaaS. This type of capabilities deals with
internal data protection, including sharing data between the
service and involved third parties (e.g., backup service). The
data protection in communication is usually classified in QoS.
Auditing capabilities describe how DaaS supports auditing
activities, such as logging, reporting and warning.

Category
DQ

Properties
Timeline
Uptodate
Objectivity [11]
Free-of-error [11]
Cleaning
Consistency [11]
Completeness

Data Security/Privacy

Granularity
Domain-specific metrics
Privacy
Encryption

Auditing

Logging
Reporting
Warning

Data Lifecycle

Backup/Recovery
Distribution
Disposition

QoS

Performance
Dependability

Business

Price model

License

Price
Service Credit
Usage Permission

Copyright
Liability
Law Enforcement
Domain-specific IPR

Description
describes the lifetime of the data. For example, the AERS (Advanced E-Commerce Research Systems)
API service provides analysis data based on 90 days of history [18].
indicates the lag time of the data up to the current time. For example, eBay provides data which is
two days behind the current time [19].
describes whether the data is biased.
describes to which degree the data is reliable.
describes to which degree the data is cleaning. For example, the Ebay Data License mentions that
the provided data can be raw, partially cleaning and fully cleaning.
describes to which degree the consistency of data is supported.
describes whether the data has missing values. Here we should note that completeness is contextdependent [20]. For the sake of simplicity, we distinguish the completeness of an individual data
element - whether a data element misses some data fields - and the completeness of the data set whether the data set misses some data elements.
describes the degree of data granularity.
describes domain-specific DQ based on external models.
describes privacy practices according to The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) project [21].
describes whether the information is encrypted or not. Note that it is applied to the data, not the
network security which is defined under the QoS capability.
describes whether all data transactions are logged or not.
describes whether reports are made, for example, in a daily, weekly, and monthly manner.
describes whether warnings can be sent in certain situations, for example, when the data source is
changed.
describes whether and how the data will be backed up, and to which degree and how long the data
can be recovered if the data was lost.
describes whether the data will be distributed externally. For example, data in a service can be stored
in an external organization. The distribution information also includes geographical locations.
describes whether the data will be relocated or retained according to consumer-defined or lawful
policies
includes several metrics describing the performance of DaaSs, such as start/end time, response time,
latency, and service throughput [7], [22].
includes several metrics describing the dependability degree of DaaSs, such as availability, accessibility, reliability, and security [7], [22].
describes possible pricing models, such as flat rate or pay-per-use/pay-as-you-go (subscription)
with/without conditional transactions numbers, or free-per-use, and whether the pricing models offer
different packages. For example, StrikeIron offers pay-as-you-go (subscription) with conditional
transactions for different models.
describes the price in detail, such as proposed in [23].
describes whether the customer can get some service credits as a reward or compensation.
describe how a DaaS can be used. This will include both data and service aspects. For example,
service-related permissions can be based on the ORDL-S model [16], such as adaptation, composition,
and derivation. Data-related permissions can be distribution, transfer, personal use, commercial
product, etc. The permission may include which software can use the data. For example, the Free
Price Research API eBay [24] stated that it permits a shopping widget or a portal to use the service.
describes how the service and the data it provides is protected.
describes the liability associated with the use of the service and its data.
describes the law which is used to deal with the legal of the data and service. For example, the use
of many DaaSs is followed the US law.
describes specific intellectual property rights for the service and its data.
TABLE I
E XAMPLES OF C APABILITY C ONCERNS FOR DAA S S

Data Lifecycle capabilities deal with steps in information
lifecycle management[25]. They specify data backup and
recovery, data distribution, and data disposition.
QoS capabilities describe well-known QoS associated with
services. It includes very common and popular metrics, such
as availability, reliability, and security. For this category, we
utilize as much as possible existing QoS metrics, such as in
[22], [26], [4], [5].
Business capabilities describe the pricing, reward, and compensation capabilities of DaaSs.
License capabilities describe possible usage, IPR (Intellectual Property Rights) and legal concerns for DaaSs.
The capabilities have different impact on the selection of
different types of DaaS. For example, DQ concerns are more

critical for the consumer to select a Read-only DaaS while
auditing and data management lifecycle are more important
for infrastructure-based DaaS.
Data Source (DS): this type of concerns provide further
information about the source of data. Depending on types
of DaaS. DS concerns categorize into domain-specific and
domain-independent. Table II presents main concerns associated with data sources.
Service Context: the service context concerns describe the
context in which the service can be used. It includes location,
service classification and data classification for DaaS. For
service classification, we propose to use the UNSPSC Code
Classification Services8 . Table III describes main concerns in
8 http://www.unspsc.org

C. Populating Data Concerns

this category.
DS Properties
Name

Description
describes where the data is obtained. For example,
many DaaSs utilize the ddfFlus[27] or DataFlux
[28].
describes the volume of the data
describes the time duration in which the data is collected. For example, eBay Data License mentioned
that the data has been accumulated in more than 4
years [18].
describes how often the data is updated. It is especially critical in financial-related applications
describes domain-specific standards that the data
follows, data schema, etc.

Size
Timespan

Update Frequency
Meta-data

TABLE II
E XAMPLES OF DATA SOURCE CONCERNS

Properties
Location
Service Type
Level of Service
Service Classification
Data Classification

Description
describe where a DaaS is hosted. It is particular
important for consumers who have constraints
on the place where the DaaS operates.
describe whether the service is based on SOAP
or REST.
describes whether the service is best effort or
guaranteed [8]
describe the class, e.g., the financial domain, the
service belongs to.
describe the taxonomy characterizing the data
provided by the service.

TABLE III
S OME SERVICE CONTEXT CONCERNS

Category
Generic

Data-specific

Service-specific

Terms & Description
Business terms based on business capabilities.
License terms based on IPR & Legal capabilities.
Location terms based on the service location
DQ terms based on DQ capabilities.
Data Security/Privacy terms based on security and
privacy capabilities.
Auditing terms based on auditing capabilities.
Data Lifecycle terms based on data lifecycle capabilities.
QoS terms based on QoS metrics.
TABLE IV
M AIN DATA SERVICE CONTRACT TERMS

B. Data Service Contract
Based on DaaS capability, data source, and service context
concerns, data service contracts (DSCs) can specify possible
constraints established on the basis of concerns to specify
agreements in utilizing DaaS. Unlike contracts for separated
services or data sources, contracts for DaaS will reflect the
general conditions that the consumers should agree when
using services and data: they cover service- and data-relevant
aspects. Table IV describes main elements of a data service
contract for DaaSs. Generic terms will be built based on
business, license and location capabilities of DaaSs, servicespecific terms are built based on QoS, and data-specific terms
are mostly relied on DQ, auditing, security and privacy, and
lifecycle management capabilities.

Given the list of concerns and their representations, various
stakeholders can gather data about concerns and populate the
data for the discovery and selection of DaaSs. Methodologies
for populating the data are dependent on implementation
detail. However, similar to current techniques for publishing and utilizing non-functional parameters associated with
services, there are three possibilities to populate the data
about concerns: (i) DaaS providers can specify concerns, and
publish and manage these concerns, (ii) DaaS consumers can
specify consumer-specific data concerns and select DaaS based
on these concerns and can play the role of a third-party
to provide useful information about data concerns to other
consumers, and (iii) third-parties can provide useful feedback
and monitoring data about published data concerns.
D. Implementation and Management of DaaS Concerns Description
To support DaaS publishing and selection, DaaS concerns
have to be modeled in a form that can be parsed and analyzed
by software. Currently, existing providers provide descriptions
of only some concerns in a form of static Web pages. Therefore, the search and selection of DaaSs has been mostly carried
out by humans in a manual way (see Section V).
We are currently implementing our prototype for collecting,
publishing and managing DaaS concerns9 . There are two
issues for the implementation: which model is suitable for
describing capability, service context and data source concerns, and which one is for DSC terms. Since the number
of capability, service context and data source concerns is
large and these concerns are domain-dependent and domainspecific, we need an extensible mechanism to model concerns.
Especially, new concerns and different domain-specific models
should be seamlessly integrated. One can select different ways
to describe concerns associated with his/her DaaSs, such as
annotating WSDL or utilizing SAWSDL10 . Our approach is
that for describing DaaS concerns we develop XML/RDF
schemas which also support the association of external models.
Using URIs, external models of concerns, e.g., domain-specific
models like the Darwin Core11 for biodiversity, can be linked
to our model. In this way, concerns can also be described in
different languages, such as RDF and OWL.
For describing data service contracts, one can select different techniques, such as WSLA, WS-Policy, WS-Agreement
and ontology-based approaches. In our work, we have utilized
the WS-Agreement standard and the PCM [29] to define
different types of contract properties. Providing models for
describing concerns is not enough. We also need to develop
a DQ/QoS and DSC management framework that supports
the provisioning, management and search of DQ/QoS and
DSC information. This framework will allow us to associate
different DQ/QoS and DSC models for specific data services
9 The implementation is reported at http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/
prototyp/SOD1/dataconcerns/
10 http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/sawsdl/
11 http://wiki.tdwg.org/DarwinCore/

< t i t l e > C o r t e r a C r e d i t P u l s e S e r v i c e< / t i t l e >
<e n t r y>
< t i t l e > I n t e r f a c e< / t i t l e >
<summary>WSDL I n t e r f a c e < / summary>
<c a t e g o r y l a b e l ="Web Service Description" scheme ="http://www.dmoz.org/Computers/
Programming/Internet/Service-Oriented_Architecture/Web_Services/WSDL"
t e r m ="Interface" />
<c o n t e n t t y p e ="application/wsdl+xml" s r c ="http://ws.strikeiron.com/
CorteraCreditPulse2?WSDL" />
< / e n t r y>
<e n t r y>
< t i t l e >DaaS C o n c e r n s< / t i t l e >
<summary>D a t a C o n c e r n s< / summary>
<c a t e g o r y l a b e l ="Data Concerns" t e r m ="DaaSConcern" />
<c o n t e n t t y p e ="application/xml" s r c ="http://www.infosys.tuwien.ac.at/prototyp/SOD1/
dataconcerns/samples/CorteraCreditPulseConcerns.xml" />
< / e n t r y>
Listing 1.

Example of managing DaaS concerns together with DaaS interface using XML.

in order to meet different requirements from different types
of consumers. Currently, we are extending the Web services
information model in [30] to cover also DQ/QoS and DSC and
develop techniques for managing diverse types of DQ/QoS and
DSC models. For example, the interface and concerns associated with the CorteraCreditPulse service are managed
in two separate entries shown in Listing 1, where some data
about DaaS concerns are visualized in Figure 2. Such data can
be visualized in data composition tools to support the end-user
to select DaaSs. Similar to XML-based data, RDF-based data
is also developed.

V. E VALUATION OF C URRENT DAA S P UBLISHING
As mentioned before, we are not aware of any providers
that publish DaaS’s concerns in a well-defined, standard form.
To evaluate how service providers support DaaS concerns,
we focused on DaaSs in the enterprise computing domain by
utilizing information described in Web services categories of
StrikeIron12 , Xignite13 , serviceobjects.NET14 , WebserviceX15 ,
and XWebServices16 . These service providers arrange their
services into Web directories in which services are described
in HTML text. Thus, we have read DaaS descriptions and
manually mapped their information to our models.
First, we played the role of an end-consumer to analyze how
DaaSs are classified in DaaS providers. To focus on Readonly DaaSs, we selected these providers as they offer typical
Read-only DaaSs, not infrastructure-based DaaSs. Figure 3
presents DaaS’s classifications by analyzing Web descriptions
provided by the five above-mentioned providers. It is obvious
that different providers classify their services differently. For
example, the validation of US addresses is provided by two
services in StrikeIron and XWebServices, but they are in
different categories. This difference in service classification
prevents the automatic comparison and selection.
Second, we examined how existing DaaS providers support
DaaS concerns. Besides the above-mentioned five providers,
we also manually gathered information from AERS17 and
Amazon. Figure 4 presents how concerns associated with
DaaSs are mentioned for 29 services from 7 providers. Overall, price models are well described, however, auditing, data
lifecycle, usage permission, IPR, and legal enforcement are not
12 http://www.strikeiron.com/strikeironservices.aspx
13 http://www.xignite.com/Products/ProductDirectory.aspx

Fig. 2.

Snapshot of exemplified data about DaaS concerns

14 http://www.serviceobjects.com/products/directory

of web services.asp

15 http://www.webservicex.net/WCF/webServices.aspx
16 http://www.xwebservices.com/Web
17 http://www.researchadvanced.com

Services/

(a) StrikeIron Web services

(c) ServiceObjects Web services
Fig. 3.

(b)Xignite Web services

(d)WebserviceX Web Services

(e) XWebservice Web services

DaaSs provided by StrikeIron, Xignite, ServiceObjects, WebServicesX and XWebService.

clearly mentioned. It is probably because that most services
studied are Read-only DaaSs, for which auditing and data
lifecycle concerns are not important to service consumers,
and are for enterprise computing, for which price models
are an important concern. However, this figure, resulted from
the analysis of service description given by providers, shows
that current DaaS providers focus too much on traditional
service concerns, such as business and QoS metrics. They lack
information on data quality, licensing and legal concerns which
are critical in service-oriented data composition.
We also examined DaaSs in e-science by studying scientific
DaaSs published through GBIF networks18 . For data sources
published, metadata about DaaS based on DiGIR protocols19
can be obtained together with domain-specific metadata about
data sources. However, information about DQ, IPR and QoS is
missing. The information about usage permission and licensing
is missing or is described in an unstructured format.
With this evaluation we examined possible concerns associated with DaaSs. The result of this evaluation actually guides
our work in the design of the DaaS concerns model to include
most relevant DaaS concerns which have not been modeled
and published to support the (automatic) discovery of DaaSs
and the on-demand utilization of DaaSs. Our approach can
enhance this situation because it provides extensible models
for describing and managing various types of DaaS concerns
that are currently missing.
18 http://www.gbif.net
19 http://www.digir.net/schema/protocol/2003/1.0/digir.xsd

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have analyzed concerns for data as a
service (DaaS). We have found that various important concerns
for DaaS have not been well described. Concerns associated
with DQ, auditing, business, IPR and legal, and service location are important information that should be well-specified
and publishable so that DaaS can be searched, evaluated and
selected. Until now, research effort has focused on system
perspective to make the data available through the service
but not the concerns associated with the data provided by
the service. Therefore, we have proposed and implemented
a model for specifying and managing concerns of DaaS.
Our work is just the initial step in tackling issues related to
the selection and utilization of DaaSs. Various future research
activities have to be performed in order to consolidate the
concepts of DQ, QoS, and data service contracts together
for DaaS. Our future work will be focused on the study of
concerns associated with CRUD DaaS and the discovery and
selection of DaaSs based on studied concerns.
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